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Abstract

In this paper we propose a model of human sentence processing that is based on Optimality
Theory (OT). In contrast to most other OT approaches to language processing, we use
constraints from OT semantics rather than OT syntax to address on-line comprehension. We
illustrate the workings of our model by investigating the processing of coordinated structures.
The psycholinguistic evidence that is currently available suggests that the on-line
comprehension of coordination is influenced by constraints from many different information
sources: pragmatics, discourse semantics, lexical semantics, and syntax. The model we
propose formalizes this cross-modular interaction of constraints, and yields concrete
predictions with respect to both intermediate parsing preferences and final interpretations.
Our ultimate aim is to develop a model of processing performance that at the same time is a
fully functional model of linguistic competence.

KEYWORDS: Optimality Theory; grammar; transparent parser; sentence processing; on-line
language comprehension; coordination; coordinated structures
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1. Introduction

Optimality Theory (OT) is a powerful model of decision making in situations where there are
multiple constraints pertaining to one or more alternative options. It was originally introduced
as a model of linguistic competence, and as such has been successful in many linguistic
domains: OT has been a standard theory in the field of phonology (e.g., Prince & Smolensky,
1993/2004), and it is influential in morphology (e.g., McCarthy & Prince, 1993), syntax (e.g.,
Barbosa, Fox, Hagstrom, McGinnis, & Pesetsky, 1998; Bresnan, 2000; Broekhuis & Vogel,
2009, 2010; Grimshaw, 1997; Legendre, Grimshaw, & Vikner, 2001; Sells, 2001; McCarthy,
2008), and semantics / pragmatics (e.g., Beaver, 2004; Blutner, 2000; de Hoop, Hendriks, &
Blutner, 2007; de Hoop & de Swart, 2000; Hendriks & de Hoop, 2001; Hendriks & Spenader,
2004, 2005/2006; Zeevat, 2000). We will argue that, in addition to being an excellent
framework for describing linguistic competence, OT is also very well suited as a model of
linguistic performance, permitting us to model the interaction of many different information
sources in an incremental fashion.
In most constraint-based models of language processing (e.g., models proposed by
MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994, and by Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 1994), the
interpretation of language input is conceived of as a process where many different, often
probabilistic, factors provide support for one or the other syntactic structure that is possible
under the current language input. The syntactic structure that receives the most support from
the various sources of information will eventually be chosen by means of a competition
process (MacDonald, 1994; MacDonald et al., 1994; McRae, Spivey-Knowlton, &
Tanenhaus, 1998; Spivey-Knowlton & Sedivy, 1995; Tanenhaus & Trueswell, 1995;
Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 1994). To differentiate between these standard models based on
competition and our own approach based on optimization we will refer to the earlier models
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as the 'standard' constraint-based models. In the next section we flesh out our model and
illustrate how it works.

2. Proposed OT Model: General Mechanism

In OT, inputs are mapped onto outputs by first generating the possible candidates for each
input, which is accomplished by the function GEN (short for generator), and then selecting
the optimal candidate from among them, through the function EVAL (short for evaluator).
This selection process (or evaluation) consists of the simultaneous application of a
hierarchically ordered set of constraints to the candidate outputs. The constraints differ in
strength, and crucially, the strongest constraint has absolute dominance over all the weaker,
i.e., lower ranked constraints. All constraints are violable, and the candidate that satisfies the
total set of constraints best is the optimal candidate. The function GEN has two important
features: 1) the number of output candidates that it generates is in principle infinite; 2) the
output candidates can have any conceivable structure (i.e., syntactic, phonological, semantic,
and can in principle even be non-linguistic (e.g., Beaver, 2004)). These features taken
together form an essential property of GEN which is called 'freedom of analysis' (Kager,
1999, p. 20).
In our present model, linguistic knowledge only resides in the complete set of
constraints CON; the GEN component has no linguistic knowledge whatsoever. This
precludes the situation where the grammar (= total of linguistic knowledge) would be
responsible for generating or restricting the set of output candidates and at the same time for
evaluating these candidates. In other words, if the set of candidate outputs were finite, or
would have a predefined structure, the grammar would have to apply twice: once during
generation of candidates, and once during their evaluation. This would make the model rather
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unparsimonious and hard to test, and therefore it is stipulated that the candidate set is infinite
in size and consists of all conceivable outputs. Importantly, the number of output candidates
is only virtually infinite: at the level of the neural processing that underlies OT models, these
candidates are not actually physically represented, but can be said to be present as possible
outcomes (cf. Smolensky & Legendre, 2006). We will discuss these theoretical requirements,
and how they may be implemented, in more detail in Section 5.
Our model of sentence processing builds upon findings in two distinct but
complementary approaches in OT. In OT syntax, the input is a representation of the meaning
that a speaker wants to convey to a hearer (cf. Grimshaw, 1997). The function GEN then
outputs an unordered and infinite list of grammatical as well as ungrammatical syntactic
structures as possible realizations of the speaker's meaning. These candidate structures
compete with one another, and depending on the syntactic constraints that apply, one of the
candidates will become the optimal, and hence well-formed, candidate. Thus, OT syntax aims
to describe how a speaker maps meaning representations onto syntactic structures. OT
semantics, on the other hand, takes the perspective of the hearer. Here, the input is an overt
sample of acoustic material that a hearer receives from a speaker. In this case, GEN generates
an unordered and infinite list of possible interpretations of this material (hence its also being
called "INT", short for interpret (Stevenson & Smolensky, 2006)). Candidate interpretations
compete with one another and the optimal candidate is the interpretation for the input form.
All other candidates are impossible or unpreferred interpretations for that form. The input
form in OT semantics can be a complete sentence but can also be a sentence fragment. If the
input is a sentence fragment, the optimal output corresponds to the interpretation that is
preferred by the listener at that specific point in the sentence.
In the last few years it has become increasingly clear that speaking and listening are
highly interdependent processes (e.g., Blutner, 2000; Blutner, de Hoop & Hendriks, 2006;
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Boersma, 1998; Bouma, 2008; Clark, 1996; Hendriks, de Hoop, Krämer, de Swart & Zwarts,
2010). Listeners may take into account the (syntactic) possibilities that speakers have to their
disposal to realize their messages, and speakers are sometimes influenced by their knowledge
of the listener. Thus, message formulation and comprehension seem to be closely intertwined.
In Sections 3.2 and 3.3 we will give examples of constraints that apply to message
formulation and comprehension alike. This interrelation of speaker’s demands on the one
hand and hearer’s demands on the other is sometimes also modeled by bidirectional
optimization (Blutner, 2000; Blutner et al., 2006). For our present purposes we will stick to
the unidirectional approach.
So how does our OT model work? Look, for example, at the following table, which in
OT-terminology is called a 'tableau':

<< Tableau 1 about here >>

In this tableau constraints are listed from left to right in order of descending strength, so
constraint 1 is stronger than constraint 2 (and stronger also than any other constraint that is
placed on the right of it), which can be expressed as "Constraint 1 >> Constraint 2 >> ...".
Importantly, violation of a stronger constraint is more serious than violation of a weaker
constraint. The input is given in the top left-hand corner of the tableau, and candidate outputs
are listed in the first column below the input. For expository reasons, only a relevant subset of
candidate outputs is present, in the form of possible parses of the input form (e.g., Scoordination, VP-coordination, NP-coordination). One should keep in mind, though, that the
actual output is not merely a syntactic structure, but also a semantic - and a pragmatic interpretation of this structure. That is, terms like S-coordination, VP-coordination and NPcoordination are used here to refer to aspects of interpretation, such as whether an NP must
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be interpreted as a subject or an object or whether the subject of the verb preceding the
conjunction also is the subject of the verb following the conjunction, rather than to purely
structural properties of an expression. The candidates do have a syntactic structure, though,
and can be accepted or rejected on the basis of syntactic constraints. To get a flavor of what
these candidates might look like, let us look at a very simple input utterance: "dog bites man".
The candidate interpretations, each of which consists of a pairing between the given input
form and the possible interpretation (<output-interpretation | input-form>), might then be
formalized like this:
<Subject=dog; Verb=bites; Object=man | "dog bites man">
<Subject=man; Verb=bites; Object=dog| "dog bites man">
<Subject=bites; Verb=man; Object=dog | "dog bites man">
<Subject=woman; Verb=bites; Object=man | "dog bites man">
etc.
This is of course a very simplified example, and candidate interpretations also carry
information regarding event structure, anaphoric relations etc. Basically, we adhere to the
'immediacy of comprehension' hypothesis formulated by Just and Carpenter (1980), and
assume that even incomplete sentences are interpreted as completely as possible, up to and
including the highest level of discourse.
The success of an enterprise such as ours crucially depends on showing the
applicability of the model for every structure in a given language, especially where ambiguity
or complexity are concerned. To this end, we will first make an in-depth excursion into one
area, coordinated structures, essentially to identify the relevant constraints and establish their
hierarchical order on the basis of empirical evidence regarding on-line processing, but also to
provide an existence proof that our proposed incremental OT model of interpretation can
work. Some confidence that this is indeed the case comes from the pioneering work of
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Stevenson and Smolensky (2006) who showed that several instances of syntactic ambiguity
resolution can - in principle - be described in terms of an incremental OT model of syntactic
competence and performance (cf., Fanselow, Schlesewsky, Cavar, & Kliegl, 1999; Singh,
2002; but see Gibson & Broihier, 1998). Our approach is in many ways very similar to the
one described earlier by Stevenson and Smolensky (2006), but crucially extends their model
by using constraints from OT semantics as well as from OT syntax, in order to explain
comprehension preferences (cf. de Hoop and Lamers, 2006; see also Lamers & de Hoop,
2005). In other words, the model we propose in this paper takes Stevenson and Smolensky
(2006) as its point of departure, but is also different as it is not specifically concerned with
syntactic structure building based on syntactic constraints, but, crucially with the semantic
and pragmatic interpretation of an input string on the basis of both syntactic and nonsyntactic constraints. As we mentioned before, OT semantics takes the perspective of the
hearer, and hence seems very suitable to deal with comprehension preferences. The main
reason for including non-structural constraints is that there is no a priori reason to assume
that initial parsing decisions are exclusively informed by structural factors. Indeed, in the
following we will provide empirical evidence suggesting that some garden-path effects are
not syntactically motivated at all, but caused, for instance, by pragmatic factors.
We want to make it clear that we aim to use constraints that have already been
proposed in the theoretical and empirical literature, and that have received some form of
independent support. All other constraints will be viewed as tentative. In addition, it is
essential that constraints are formulated as generally as possible, as we want to identify the
general principles that are involved in comprehension. Finally, using the same constraints in
the same order for every sentence in the language, as required by the OT definition of
grammar, will permit us to generate clear predictions. First, in the next section, we will show
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that OT is indeed a feasible model of language processing by looking at the processing of
(temporarily) ambiguous coordinated structures.

3. Proposed OT Model: Introducing the Constraints Relevant for Coordination

On the basis of a set of studies (e.g., Frazier, 1987a; Frazier & Clifton, 1997; Hagoort,
Brown, Vonk, & Hoeks, 2006; Hoeks, 1999; Hoeks, Vonk, & Schriefers, 2002; Hoeks,
Hendriks, Vonk, Brown, & Hagoort, 2006; Kaan & Swaab, 2003) regarding the on-line
processing of coordination, we will argue that the interpretation of coordinate structures is
dependent on a number of constraints of different kinds: 1) pragmatic , 2) discourse-semantic,
3) syntactic, and 4) lexical-semantic. Adopting the framework of OT allows us to formalize
this cross-modular constraint interaction. Much of the research regarding on-line language
processing has focused on the processing of temporarily ambiguous sentences, as readers’
preferences at choice points can provide valuable insights into the mechanism of language
comprehension. In the research on coordinate structures the emphasis has been on the NPversus S-coordination ambiguity. For instance, Frazier (1987a) showed in a self-paced
reading study that readers prefer NP-coordination over S-coordination in sentences such as
(1a) and (1b); slashes indicate how the sentences were divided into segments.

1a. Pete kissed Marie and / her sister / today. (NP-coordination)
1b. Pete kissed Marie and / her sister / laughed. (S-coordination)

It was hypothesized that readers prefer to take the ambiguous NP her sister as part of the
direct object of kissed as in (1a). Consequently, they will then run into trouble when reading
the final segment of (1b), where the finite verb laughed indicates the ambiguous NP is
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actually the subject of a conjoined sentence. And indeed, Frazier found significantly longer
reading times for laughed in (1b) than for today in (1a). This finding was replicated in an eyetracking experiment by Hoeks et al. (2006), who corrected for a number of confounds in
Frazier’s earlier study. S-coordinated sentences such as (2a) and (2b) were used, the first of
which was temporarily ambiguous, whereas the latter served as a control sentence, made
unambiguous by inserting a comma after the first object NP (see also Hoeks et al., 2002).
Underlined is the critical verb opened which forces an S-coordination reading, where the
photographer in (2a) is the subject of a conjoined sentence, going against the preferred
reading where the photographer is part of the direct object of embraced (i.e., conjoined with
the designer).

2a. The model embraced the designer and the photographer opened a bottle of
expensive champagne.
2b. The model embraced the designer, and the photographer opened a bottle of
expensive champagne.

With these materials it is possible to compare sentences that are identical in sentence
meaning, and to compare regions that are identical in length, frequency, and syntactic
category. Hoeks et al. (2006) found modest, but reliable evidence for the NP-coordination
preference. The same materials were used by Hagoort et al. (2006) in an ERP experiment
examining how the brain responds to reading temporarily ambiguous S-coordinations. They
found that these sentences evoke a P600-effect, or SPS (i.e., Syntactic Positive Shift) relative
to unambiguous control sentences. A P600/SPS is an ERP component generally elicited by
ungrammatical sentences (Hagoort, Brown, & Groothusen, 1993; Osterhout & Holcomb,
1992), sentences with an unpreferred syntactic structure (Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992) or
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syntactically complex sentences (Kaan, Harris, Gibson, & Holcomb, 2000), although the
P600 has also been reported to occur following semantic violations (e.g., Hoeks, Stowe, &
Doedens, 2004). The size of the P600-effect in the Hagoort et al. experiment was relatively
small, indicating that the processing difficulty as a result of the NP-coordination preference is
rather modest. This same conclusion can be reached from the results of a study by Kaan and
Swaab (2003). Though they did not report the statistical reliability for the comparison that is
of interest here, their figures show a (modest) P600/SPS for the non-preferred S-coordination
(e.g., The man is painting the house and the garage is already finished) as compared to an
unambiguous S-coordination with the connective but (e.g., The man is painting the house but
the garage is already finished).
In sum, all of the studies on the NP- versus S-coordination ambiguity show that when
the ambiguous NP is encountered, readers prefer to interpret it as an argument of the first
main verb (i.e., NP-coordination) instead as the subject of a new clause (i.e., S-coordination).
As a result, temporarily ambiguous S-coordinations give rise to (modest) processing
difficulty. It has generally been ignored, however, that there is an earlier point at which the
sentence is ambiguous, and that is at the connective itself. Before the ambiguous NP is read,
the sentence can continue as an NP- or an S-coordination, but also as a VP-coordination, as
shown in sentence (3).

3. The model embraced the designer and laughed.

And indeed, recent evidence from sentence completion studies has shown that language users
strongly prefer to continue a fragment such as (4) as a VP-coordination.

4. The model embraced the designer and …
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In about 86 % of all cases coordinated VPs were produced, as opposed to 9 % NPcoordinations and 5 % S-coordinations (Hoeks et al., 2002, Exp. 1). 1 This outcome suggests
that language comprehenders expect the connective to be followed by a VP, not by an NP.
Only when the NP is actually presented, and VP-coordination is no longer possible, NPcoordination becomes the preferred structure. This finding provides us with important clues
as to which constraints may be necessary to describe the processing of coordinate structures.
Of course, it is necessary to supplement the observations from the off-line completion study
with solid on-line evidence. But the very strong tendency that was found does seem to
indicate a clear preference on the part of the language user.

3.1 OT Constraint (1): A Pragmatic Constraint on Coordination

Why should there be a VP-coordination preference at the connective? According to Hoeks et
al. (2002) the preference for VP-coordination derives from the fact that language users, and
especially readers, must construct their own default ‘topic-structure’ in the absence of
prosodic or other topic-marking cues. Topic-structure can be loosely defined as describing
the relation between the topic of a sentence: the element referring to an entity about which
information is given, and the information that is expressed by the sentence (see, e.g.,
Lambrecht, 1994). In VP-coordinations there is only one topic, which is presumed to be the
default and most frequently occurring situation, whereas for instance S-coordinations contain
the additional topic the photographer (e.g., (2a)). Having more than one topic, Hoeks et al.
argue, is unexpected and leads to processing difficulty as readers will have to accommodate
an entity that has not been introduced as a second topic in their model of the discourse (e.g.,
Crain & Steedman, 1985; Lambrecht, 1994). Hoeks et al. (2002) provide strong evidence for
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this claim by showing in two on-line studies that the processing difficulty is completely
eliminated in a context that makes both entities (e.g., both the model and the photographer)
likely topics of a subsequent sentence (see also Hoeks, Redeker, & Hendriks, 2009). In
addition, studies in the framework of Centering Theory (e.g., Beaver, 2004; Grosz & Sidner,
1986; Grosz, Joshi, & Weinstein, 1995) strongly emphasize the importance of having a single
topic ('backward looking center' in their terms) that provides the link between the current and
the previous sentence. This preference for a single topic was captured in an OT constraint by
Beaver (2004):

UNIQUE TOPIC: With respect to any sentence, there is exactly one discourse entity
which is the topic of that sentence.

Importantly, the UNIQUE TOPIC constraint does not differentiate between VP-coordination and
NP-coordination, as both constructions have but one topic, namely the subject of the sentence
(see Tableau 2).

<< Tableau 2 about here >>

However, language users do seem to prefer VP-coordination over NP-coordination at the
connective. Thus, another constraint must be involved in creating this preference. 2

3.2 OT Constraint (2): A Discourse-Semantic Constraint on Coordination

We would like to propose that the constraint prohibiting NP-coordination is the discoursesemantic constraint DO NOT MODIFY, which is a variant of a constraint proposed earlier by
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Singh (2002) as "Do not excessively modify any thing or event" (Singh, 2002, p.35) and
belongs to the family of economy constraints in OT (e.g., Legendre et al., 2001).

DO NOT MODIFY: Do not elaborate a thing or an event

If additional information has to be incorporated into the hearer’s model of the discourse, this
constraint clearly favors the introduction of a new event to elaboration of a previously
introduced event. In the sentence at hand, the listener therefore prefers VP-coordination as in
(3), where there are two distinct events (e.g., embracing and laughing), to NP-coordination
where there is only one event (e.g., embracing) which is modified by adding another
participant (e.g., the photographer).
Under the analysis we propose, this aversion to modification of events arises because
at the point where the first object NP (e.g., the designer) has been processed, the 'embracing'
event seems sufficiently described from the point of view of the reader, and all thematic roles
of the verb are satisfied by the two available arguments. This stable interpretation would then
be disturbed by the addition of an element that is new, that has not been introduced, and that
somehow has to receive an extra argument role. The effect of DO NOT MODIFY, then, is the
promotion of events that are only minimally elaborated. This constraint is not specific for
coordination: it applies to all kinds of modification and as such it is closely related to the
'principle of referential success', proposed by Crain and Steedman (1985). There, it is
assumed that readers or hearers do not expect modifiers of things or events unless those are
expressly required for unique identification. Many language comprehension studies have
provided support for this principle (Altmann & Steedman, 1988; Ni, Crain, & Shankweiler,
1996; Van Berkum, Brown, & Hagoort, 1999; but see also Clifton & Ferreira, 1989; Mitchell,
Corley, & Garnham, 1992).
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To summarize, with the two constraints defined above, we can now describe one step
in the incremental comprehension of coordinated structures, and explain how the VPcoordination preference arises at the connective in structures such as (4). Tableau 3 displays
how the optimal VP-coordination interpretation is chosen from among the alternatives (we
only show the most prominent ones). In OT it is assumed that constraints are hierarchically
ordered, that is, from strongest constraint to weakest constraint. However, in this case both
orderings, namely UNIQUE TOPIC >> DO NOT MODIFY and DO NOT MODIFY >> UNIQUE
TOPIC produce the same optimal candidate, VP-coordination. In such instances, where there
is no direct conflict between constraints, more evidence is needed to specify the correct
ranking. This is signified by a dashed instead of a solid boundary between the constraints in
Tableau 3 (see Anttila & Cho, 1998, for a discussion of 'partial ranking' within OT).

<< Tableau 3 about here >>

3.3 OT Constraint (3): A Syntactic Constraint on Coordination

Now let us consider the situation in which the conjunction and is followed by an NP, as in
sentence (5).

5. The model embraced the designer and the photographer ...

We have seen that at the time the conjunction and is read, VP-coordination is the optimal
parse candidate. However, if a VP-coordination parse is also adopted in (5), this entails that
the VP must have non-canonical word order. In English and Dutch, VPs do not normally
begin with an NP in a non-embedded clause; the canonical word order in main clauses in
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these languages is SVO. Because, in (5), the first constituent following the conjunction is an
NP, if the coordinate structure is preferably interpreted as VP-coordination the VP must have
the non-canonical word order OV rather than VO. This option is ruled out by the same
constraints on syntactic structure that also rule out OV word order in the first conjunct in (5).
In this specific case it could be the hearer-oriented variant of the constraint STAY (or: “Do not
move”; see Grimshaw, 1997; see also Ackema & Neeleman, 1998), which prohibits
movement of lexical items:

STAY: Respect canonical word order.

So, the VP-coordination parse violates the constraint STAY if the second conjunct starts with
an NP. If the constraints STAY and UNIQUE TOPIC both outrank DO NOT MODIFY, as in
Tableau 4, this will account for the empirical observations discussed above that support the
NP-coordination preference for (5). This fact also settles the indeterminacy of the ordering of
UNIQUE TOPIC and DO NOT MODIFY. If namely the ordering STAY >> DO NOT MODIFY >>
UNIQUE TOPIC is assumed, this will yield S-coordination as the optimal parse, which goes
against our empirical observations. 3

<< Tableau 4 about here >>

Note that the optimal parse of (5), corresponding to the NP-coordination interpretation,
violates the DO NOT MODIFY constraint, which made NP-coordination sub-optimal in
sentence fragment (4) (see Tableau 3). Nevertheless, NP-coordination is optimal in (5)
because the competing analyses violate stronger constraints.
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Finally, when in a sentence such as (5) the ambiguous NP is followed by a finite verb,
as in (6), all options but the S-coordination are rejected by STAY and other, not further
specified syntactic constraints, as no NP-coordinated or VP-coordinated sentence can be
construed from the current ordered set of words (for convenience we will use STAY as a label
for all of those).

6. The model embraced the designer and the photographer laughed ..

<< Tableau 5 about here >>

During the processing of the S-coordinated sentence (6), there are two occasions where there
is a shift from one interpretation to another: 1) when the ambiguous NP is read, the
preference for VP-coordination shifts to a preference for NP-coordination, as VPcoordination becomes structurally impossible, and NP-coordination does not violate the
UNIQUE TOPIC constraint, and 2) on the arrival of the disambiguating verb the NPcoordination reading becomes impossible and the S-coordinated alternative that has long
been suboptimal, then becomes the optimal interpretation of the sentence.
Based on the ‘Linking Hypothesis’ (i.e., linking linguistic competence and
performance) proposed by Stevenson and Smolensky (2006), our assumption is that each of
these shifts from one interpretation to another gives rise to processing difficulty. We also
concur with them in that any change brought about by adding linguistic information can be
said to cause processing effort or reanalysis: ".. every incremental step in parsing is a process
of revising the prior interpretation .." (Stevenson & Smolensky, 2006, p. 854). Thus, there is
no qualitative difference, only a quantitative one, between 'just' adding a word, and going
from the preferred interpretation at one word to another interpretation at the following word.
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Correctly predicting the amount of processing difficulty caused by standard linguistic
operations or by different kinds of garden-path structures, however, has proved to be quite
difficult for existing models of sentence processing, and ours is no exception. As to this
problem, Stevenson and Smolensky (2006) make the suggestion that comparing both the
amount and the nature of constraint-violations between the optimal candidate at a given word
and the optimal candidate at the next word will give an estimate of processing effort (see also
Lamers & de Hoop, 2005, who predict qualitatively and quantitatively different ERP effects
from constraint-violation patterns that arise when the processor goes from one optimal
structure to the next). More research is necessary to evaluate this interesting possibility.
In the beginning of this section, we summarized a number of studies showing that
there is indeed processing difficulty at the disambiguating verb of the S-coordinated
sentences that are in focus here. Unfortunately, there is no empirical work explicitly testing
whether there is processing difficulty due to the VP-coordination preference at the ambiguous
NP in structures such as (5). Nevertheless, the OT model that is formulated in Tableau 5
seems to adequately capture all relevant aspects of processing coordinated sentences such as
(6) and predicts that there will be processing difficulty at the ambiguous NP due to the VPcoordination preference. Future research must determine whether this prediction is borne out.
The constraints on language comprehension that were introduced in this section and
the previous one, DO NOT MODIFY and STAY are strongly tied to language production as well.
The constraint STAY, for instance, will prohibit overt or covert movement in production (see,
e.g., Grimshaw, 1997), thus reducing processing costs for the speaker. In comprehension, as
we have seen above, it allows the hearer to identify grammatical relationships by means of
information from word order. The other constraint, DO NOT MODIFY, prohibits modification of
things or events that the speaker has already mentioned. Like STAY, it is an economy
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constraint reducing processing costs for the speaker. In comprehension, it has the effect that
the hearer closes off the proposition as soon as possible.
Crucially, the two constraints are violable, and are restricted in their effects on
production by the presence of conflicting constraints as well as by demands from the hearer's
perspective. For example, in production STAY can only be satisfied if the resulting structure
does not violate a stronger constraint, such as, for instance, the requirement in English and
many other languages that questions must be marked as such by a Wh-expression in initial
position, which is non-canonical (cf. Ackema & Neeleman, 1998). As a result of this stronger
constraint, which helps a hearer to identify questions, a Wh-expression must move, although
that means violating STAY. Similarly, the constraint DO NOT MODIFY cannot apply
unboundedly in production either. Otherwise, no modifiers - or NP-coordinations - would
ever occur! This constraint is restricted in its application by the speaker taking into account
the hearer’s aim to retrieve the intended meaning. If the speaker would leave out all modifiers
in production, the hearer would not be able to recover the meaning they express in
comprehension.

3.4 OT Constraint (4): A Lexical-Semantic Constraint on Coordination

An important factor in the interpretation of linguistic utterances that we have not dealt with yet
is plausibility. Plausibility can be thought of as involving three broad, interrelated categories of
conceptual knowledge: 1) lexical semantic, or 'thematic' knowledge (e.g., how well thematic
elements fit their thematic roles), 2) knowledge about the discourse that is presently under
consideration, and 3) general knowledge about the world. For our purposes, we will only discuss
the role the first kind of plausibility, that is, the one regarding thematic information, plays in our
model. According to McRae et al. (1998), a thematic role is ".. the semantic role or mode of
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participation played by an entity in the activity or event denoted by the verb" (McRae et al.,
1998, p. 284). Thematic fit, then, is event-specific world knowledge, reflecting the degree to
which the semantic features or an entity fit the requirements of the thematic role it is assigned by
the associated verb. The chances for alternative interpretations to be optimal decline if thematic
fit of an argument is poor given the requirements of the thematic role assigner that is associated
with it. The use of thematic role information in parsing has been studied extensively (e.g.,
Clifton, Traxler, Mohamed, Williams, Morris, & Rayner, 2003; Just & Carpenter, 1992; Ferreira
& Clifton, 1986; McElree & Griffith, 1995; McRae, Feretti, & Amyote, 1997; McRae et al.,
1998; Stowe, 1989; Tanenhaus, Carlson, & Trueswell, 1989; Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Garnsey,
1994; see also Pickering & Traxler, 1998). One of the best known sentences in this context is
undoubtedly (7), taken from Ferreira and Clifton (1986).

7. The evidence examined by the lawyer turned out to be unreliable.

In this sentence, the verb examined is used as a past participle introducing a reduced relative
clause, but it could also be a tensed main verb, which is the generally preferred reading. The first
NP the evidence, however, is inanimate and thus a poor AGENT of examined, which could lead
to some kind of processing difficulty if a main verb reading is preferred. Indeed, Ferreira and
Clifton found increased reading times for examined in sentences such as (7), as compared to
unambiguous controls (e.g., The evidence that was examined by the lawyer ..), indicating that
readers were aware of this fact. However, this did not lead readers to abolish the main clause
reading; they showed as much processing difficulty when reading the disambiguating by-phrase
by the lawyer as when the first NP was an animate entity that easily could fulfill the AGENT
role (e.g., the defendant). Trueswell et al. (1994) challenged this finding by pointing out that
some of the 'poor' AGENTS used by Ferreira and Clifton were not that poor at all. For instance,
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the car in "The car towed .." can very well play the role of INSTRUMENT in a towing event.
With improved materials Trueswell et al. showed that little or no processing difficulty remained
in sentences headed by inanimate NPs that were really poor AGENTs (but see Clifton et al.,
2003). Thematic information may also play an important role in the processing of coordinated
sentences. This can be clearly seen in a sentence fragment such as (8).

8. Jasper sanded the board and the carpenter ...

Here, the poor thematic fit between carpenter and sanded argues against NP-coordination,
which would normally have been the preferred structure (cf. Tableau 3). If on the basis of the
thematic fit information S-coordination is assumed instead of NP-coordination, then no
processing difficulty is expected to ensue when a disambiguating verb comes in. And indeed,
the results of the experiments by Hoeks et al. (2006), using sentences such as 9a, as compared
to 9b, indicated that information regarding thematic fit was used very rapidly, and processing
difficulty was largely eliminated. A small amount of residual processing difficulty was found,
however, compatible with the prediction given in Tableau 6 (i.e., VP-coordination preferred
at connective, but S-coordination at ambiguous NP).

9a. Jasper sanded the board and the carpenter repaired ...
9b. Jasper sanded the board, and the carpenter repaired ...

Thus a lexical-semantic factor such as thematic fit is of great influence on the processing of
coordination. We will call the associated constraint THEMATIC FIT (adapted from de Hoop
and Lamers, 2006; Lamers and de Hoop, 2005)
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THEMATIC FIT: A thematic element must meet the requirements of the thematic role
that is assigned to it.

Tableau 6 shows how the constraints interact at the time the ambiguous NP the carpenter is
read; Tableau 7 shows the constraint interaction at the time the disambiguating verb is
presented. On the basis of the currently available evidence we cannot decide on the ordering
of the constraints THEMATIC FIT and STAY; these do not conflict in the structure at hand and
the order in which they appear in the tableaux is therefore inessential.

<< Tableaux 6 and 7 about here >>

Because the preferred analysis at the ambiguous NP is the same as at the following verb (i.e.,
both times S-coordination), there is no shift from one interpretation to another, and hence no
processing difficulty is predicted at the disambiguating verb.

4. The Proposed OT Model Compared to Other Models of Performance

OT and existing constraint-based models are actually very close with respect to their
theoretical foundation. Both are based on principles of interacting constraints from all
linguistic levels and both assume that syntactic information has no special status, as in, for
instance, the garden-path model (e.g., Frazier, 1987a). In fact, OT can be seen as a special
case of constraint-satisfaction theory, where instead of numerical strength- and weightparameters, a hierarchy of constraints is assumed that is characterized by strict domination.
Thus, OT and the standard models may make the same predictions in all cases where multiple
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constraints interact. If two theories have equally broad empirical coverage, the only thing to
decide between them are meta-theoretical advantages that we will show our model has. In the
following, we will discuss these meta-theoretic advantages that make OT a promising
framework for language processing.
As we said, our present OT model of sentence processing has very much in common
with the standard constraint-based models proposed by Trueswell and Tanenhaus (1995) and
MacDonald et al. (1994). These models were the first in which the interaction of multiple
constraints during ambiguity resolution was given a theoretical foundation. In the best-known
computer-implementation of the constraint satisfaction process, the so called competitionintegration model (McRae et al., 1998; Spivey-Knowlton & Sedivy, 1995; Spivey &
Tanenhaus, 1998), syntactic alternatives (typically two) are represented as pre-existing
localist nodes in a connectionist network. The nodes representing the alternatives are
connected to 'source' nodes representing a variety of information sources: semantic (e.g.,
thematic fit of a given NP-Verb combination, as estimated by off-line ratings), syntactic (e.g.,
a general bias for a certain syntactic structure, as estimated from a corpus), pragmatic (e.g., a
discourse context biasing towards one of the syntactic alternatives, again estimated from offline ratings), lexically probabilistic (e.g., the frequency with which a given lexical item is
used with a specific argument structures, estimated from a corpus or completion study), but
also 'practical' factors such as the possibly disambiguating information that can be gleaned
from parafoveal preview during reading. Each of these constraints provides some degree of
support for one or both of the syntactic alternatives, depending on a) the strength of the
evidence that is provided for either of the candidates (e.g., the activation of the source node),
and b) on the weight of the connections between the knowledge source and the alternative
interpretations. For instance, a thematic fit constraint may support one reading with 83% of
its activation and the other one with 17%, depending on how well the NPs fit the thematic
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requirements of the verbs used in a specific set of sentences (as determined in a pretest). The
amount of activation of each constraint node, which represents the amount of evidence it
provides for either of the candidates, is transformed into an input activation to both candidate
nodes by taking into account the weight of the connection between the source nodes and the
candidate nodes. In this implementation, the weight parameter reflects the relevance of the
constraint for the issue at hand, and is independent of constraint strength. To illustrate this
independence: a constraint may normally be very relevant and thus have a large weight, but
in a specific set of materials there may not be a bias in terms of constraint strength towards
either of the alternatives. In that case the constraint will have little or no impact on the
disambiguation process, despite the high weight value. During the process of ambiguity
resolution, the alternative interpretations receive activation, but also send positive feedback to
the constraints, changing the strength with which they support the interpretations etc. This
whole process (also called 'normalized recurrence') is repeated until one of the candidates
reaches a criterion level of activation, or until a critical amount of time (in terms of
processing cycles) has passed.
Though the OT model and the standard models are quite close, and will in many
circumstances make identical predictions regarding ambiguity resolution (and sentence
processing as a whole) there are also important differences that set them apart. First, standard
constraint-based models have no explicit, testable model of linguistic competence. For
instance, the competition-integration model (e.g., McRae et al. 1998; Spivey-Knowlton &
Sedivy, 1995; Spivey & Tanenhaus, 1998) relies on an unspecified module to produce the
syntactic alternatives that enter the competition process. The lexicalist model proposed by
MacDonald (1994) is more explicit about how syntactic structure is actually produced, but
seems to depend on unspecified sources of syntactic knowledge from outside the lexicon to
construct syntactic representations. Some researchers have voiced doubt on whether it is
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possible to devise a purely lexically based parser, especially because it may not work well for
verb-final languages (e.g., Frazier, 1995). In addition, coordination may present an extra
problem for this kind of model, as evidenced by the computational model for a lexical
grammar developed by Vosse and Kempen (2000), which is unable to handle coordinated
structures (Vosse & Kempen, p. 130). In our OT model, however, the model of competence
and the model of performance coincide, as constraints of the grammar are processing
constraints and vice versa. In other words, the proposed OT model describes how linguistic
structures are processed and produced with one and the same set of constraints. Of course,
our current proposal is just the very first step - by no means do we come close to presenting a
full grammar of coordination, let alone of a given language - but this programmatic statement
sets it apart from the existing models.
A second disadvantage of standard models is the difficulty they pose in making
concrete predictions. The mechanism underlying standard constraint-based models such as
the competition-integration model (McRae et al., 1998) is such that specific predictions can
only be derived by running the computer simulation, because so many continuous numerical
parameters are involved, as we will see below. Running such a simulation, however, is very
difficult because of problems with a) identification of the factors that are involved; b)
assessment of the strength of these factors (i.e., are they strong or weak?); and c) assessment
of the weight the system assigns to these factors (i.e., regardless of the strength of a factor, is
it important or relatively unimportant for the issue at hand?). The first problem is common to
many theories of processing, but OT at least has the explicit aim of developing a general set
of constraints that applies to all sentences in a language. This contrasts with standard models
where a custom set of constraints seems to be assembled for each phenomenon. In addition,
the mere number of proposed constraints (and possibly also the number of syntactic
alternatives) will affect the outcome of the simulation in the competition-integration model,
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regardless of whether one or the other added constraint is important for resolving the
ambiguity in question. For example, introducing a similar but not identical constraint can
severely disrupt the modeling process. OT, on the other hand, is easily expandable: the
number of constraints does not matter and neither does it matter whether correlated
constraints are included. In fact, using OT will allow the researcher to test which of the
proposed constraints dominates the other ones. As to point (b), OT aims to apply this general
set of constraints in an invariant order, so with a predefined hierarchy of strength of
constraints for each linguistic phenomenon, whereas assessing the strength of constraints in
standard models is rather problematic. For instance, it is unclear at which level of grain one
has to analyze a corpus in order to establish possible frequency biases for one or the other
syntactic structure. This can be illustrated by looking at two corpus investigations regarding
coordinated structures that aimed to find evidence for a frequency bias underlying the NPcoordination preference. First, in a hand parsed sample consisting of a thousand occurrences
of the connective 'en' (the Dutch equivalent of and) randomly chosen from a newspaper
corpus, 46% cases were NP-coordinations, 15% VP-coordinations and 10% S-coordinations
(Hoeks et al., 2006). Thus, on this level there appears to be a firm NP-coordination bias
emerging from the corpus. However, these so-called 'coarse-grained' measures are very
different from the more fine-grained measures that take into account grammatical function
(which is done in order to gauge the strength of the frequency factor in sentences such as (2a)
that formed the basis for many experiments described in Section 3): in 6% of all cases, NPcoordinations function as grammatical objects, and in 9% of all cases, S-coordinations are
found with two different grammatical subjects. Thus, on this level of grain, VP-coordination
is the most frequent structure (still 15%), followed by S-coordination (9%), which seems
slightly more frequent than NP-coordination (6%). This clearly is not a strong basis to argue
for the observed NP-coordination preference: S-coordination is even slightly more frequent
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than NP-coordination. And taking the analysis to an even finer grain by looking at
definiteness and animacy (cf. Desmet, Brysbaert, & De Baecke, 2001; Jurafsky, 2003) makes
the picture change again: less than 1% of the NP-coordinations that are grammatical objects
are also both definite and animate, and about 1% of the S-coordinations coordinate clauses
with grammatical subjects that are both definite and animate. So choosing this level of
analysis is not helpful either if one wants to explain the NP-coordination preference. This
shows that the specific level at which a corpus is analyzed crucially determines whether the
researcher will find a frequency bias that corresponds to the empirically observed processing
preference. One could object that the number of observations was rather small in the finest
grain analysis. Therefore, we conducted a second corpus study on a much larger corpus (the
automatically parsed clef newspaper corpus (Peters, 2001), containing approximately
4,200,000 sentences). We extracted 30,000 instances where 'en' was preceded by a definite
NP, and from this set we randomly chose 1,000 cases for manual coding. Here, we found that
out of the 243 instances that conformed to our predefined structure (i.e., Subject-VerbObject-en-...), 58% were VP-coordinations, 22% were NP-coordinations and 20% Scoordinations. If animacy was also taken into account, the pattern turned out to be different
for the 207 inanimate object NPs (VP-coordination: 52%; NP-coordination: 16%; Scoordinations: 16%), as compared to the 36 animate object NPs (VP-coordination: 6%; NPcoordination: 6%; S-coordinations: 3%). To summarize, as there is no principled way of
choosing the 'right' level of analysis, it is very difficult to establish the strength of a
probabilistic constraint.
Corpus frequencies may not agree with data from sentence completion studies aimed
at finding the strength of a constraint. Again, coordination is a good example, as completion
studies show a strong VP-coordination preference at the connective which is reflected in
some fine-grained frequency counts but not in others, and certainly not in coarse-grained
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frequency counts. See Rayner and Clifton (2002) for an overview of the literature pertaining
to the sometimes problematic use of frequency counts and completion data in sentence
processing research (cf. Gibson & Schütze, 1999; Gibson, Schütze, & Salomon, 1996; Merlo,
1994; Pickering, Traxler, & Crocker, 2000; Roland & Jurafsky, 2002; but see Desmet,
Brysbaert, & De Baecke, 2002; Mitchell, Cuetos, Corley, & Brysbaert, 1995; Swets, De
Baecke, Drieghe, Brysbaert, & Vonk, 2006). And to the last point, (c), there is not yet a foolproof recipe to independently establish valid weights for the different constraints in the
simulation of the competition-integration model (see McRae et al., 1998; Spivey-Knowlton &
Sedivy, 1995, Spivey & Tanenhaus, 1998, for discussion). OT, then, appears to be more
transparent and to have the distinct, if meta-theoretical, advantage of permitting clear
predictions, that can sometimes even be derived by hand, because it assumes that the same
general set of constraints applies to all structures in the same invariant order. It is thus much
stricter than the standard constraint-based models which seem, in a number of ways, too
flexible (e.g., in terms of unconstrained number of factors and strength and weight
parameters) to make concrete predictions (see also Hoeks, 1999; Narayanan & Jurafsky,
2004, for similar criticisms).
A third disadvantage of the standard models, and especially of lexicalist ones, is their
inability to model the interpretation of ungrammatical utterances. It is generally accepted that
ungrammatical utterances are rather frequent, especially in spoken language (cf. Antoine,
Caelen, & Caillaud, 1994). Because an ungrammatical string cannot be generated, either in
the form of a pre-fabricated syntactic alternative or as a lexically based syntactic structure, it
can never receive an interpretation. This is an important shortcoming and goes against
substantial empirical evidence showing that for instance agreement errors, as in the boy eat
an ice-cream, do not block semantic interpretation (e.g., Gunter & Friederici, 1999; Gunter,
Stowe, & Mulder, 1997; Osterhout & Nicol, 1999).
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A final criticism concerns the mechanism that standard constraint-based models
propose for the constraint interaction process. Syntactic alternatives are assumed to compete
with each other on the basis of the evidence that is available for each, until the system settles
into some kind of stable state. If all constraints favor one of the alternatives, this stable state
is reached very quickly, at no or little processing cost. However, if the alternatives are equally
strongly supported, it will take much longer before a stable state is reached, resulting in
measurable processing difficulty. Until now the predictions made on the basis of this
mechanism have not received unequivocal empirical support, especially when it comes to the
processing of sentences that are globally ambiguous. Here, considerable processing difficulty
is predicted when the evidence for each of the competing candidates is (approximately)
equally strong. However, there is ample evidence that processing these global ambiguities is
actually easier than processing the unambiguous versions of these sentences (Traxler et al.,
1998; Van Gompel et al., 2000; Van Gompel et al., 2005). Let us illustrate this point with an
example adapted from Van Gompel et al. (2005).

10a. The governor of the province retiring after the troubles is very rich. (final
interpretation: high attachment)
10b. The province of the governor retiring after the troubles is very rich. (final
interpretation: low attachment)
10c. The bodyguard of the governor retiring after the troubles is very rich. (globally
ambiguous)

In sentences (10a-c), the relative clause 'retiring after the troubles' can either be attached to
the first NP of the sentence (high attachment) or to the second NP (low attachment). In the
first two sentences, competition between the alternative analyses can be rather short because
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plausibility information from the critical word retiring disambiguates towards high
attachment in (10a) and to low attachment in (10b). However, if the two alternative analyses
are approximately equally likely, as in the globally ambiguous (10c) (see Traxler et al.,
1998), then constraint-based models such as the competition-integration model predict
considerable processing difficulty. However, Van Gompel et al. (2005) found that globally
ambiguous sentences were significantly easier than either kind of disambiguated sentence.
Furthermore, they showed that globally ambiguous sentences are no harder to process than
completely unambiguous sentences. To account for these findings, Van Gompel and
colleagues propose the Race-Based model of ambiguity resolution, where the syntactic
alternative that is constructed first (on the basis of all available information from the
preceding part of the utterance plus the word category information of the current word) is
adopted by the processor (i.e., it wins the race), which then may be confirmed or
disconfirmed by the semantic or other information contained in the currently processed word.
In the case of globally ambiguous sentences, it does not matter which of the alternatives is
actually chosen, but in both (10a) and (10b), where one of the alternatives is rejected on the
basis of plausibility there will be processing difficulty in a number of instances. Thus,
disambiguated sentences are predicted to be more costly in processing terms than globally
ambiguous structures. Our OT model can explain Van Gompel's data, but in a different way.
The ambiguous part of the sentences used by Van Gompel et al. consist of a complex
constituent containing two definite NPs. Recent research (e.g.,. Farkas & de Swart, 2007;
Hendriks, de Hoop, Krämer, de Swart, & Zwarts, 2010; Van Hout, Harrigan, de Villiers,
2010) has shown that there are non-trivial presuppositions carried by a definite NP. When
readers encounter a definite NP, such as "the bodyguard", they immediately check the
semantic rules for definiteness (Heim, 1982): 1) "Is there a referent for this NP to begin
with?", and 2) "Can this referent be uniquely identified?" In other words, definite NPs carry
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the presuppositions of existence and uniqueness, and typically refer to previously introduced
referents which are familiar to the reader. The phrase 'the bodyguard of the governor' contains
two referring expressions that are both definite but that do not permit unique identification of
either of the two referents. Thus, the reader will expect to be given extra information for the
unique identification of these entities. This means that an attachment or modification
ambiguity is created even before the modifying expression has been encountered, just as
proposed by Green and Mitchell (2006), and contra Clifton and Staub (2008), Van Gompel &
Pickering (2007), and Levy (2008). Tableau 8a gives a (highly simplified) view on how OT
constraint-satisfaction works in a globally ambiguous sentence, whereas Tableau 8b presents
the processing of a disambiguated sentence. As mentioned above, we assume that there is an
expectation for modification of either the first NP or the second one even before the
disambiguating word 'retiring' is encountered. In the ambiguous condition this does not
matter, in the disambiguated conditions this will lead to processing difficulty whenever the
option chosen at the previous word (indicated by the empty circle in the tableau) turns out to
be an implausible AGENT of 'retiring'.

<< Tableaux 8a and 8b about here >>

In response to the findings by Van Gompel et al. (2005), Green and Mitchell (2006) reported
a series of computer simulations suggesting that the competition-integration model can also
account for the ambiguity advantage. However, a detailed investigation into Green and
Mitchell's simulations (Hoeks, Fitz, & Brouwer, submitted) has casted doubt on this
conclusion and suggested that the solution Green and Mitchell propose is not psychologically
plausible.
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One final point we want to make is the following. An important feature of standard
constraint-based models, namely their ability to handle probabilistic (lexical) information,
may at first glance appear to be rather difficult to emulate in an OT model with strict
domination. Information encoding for instance how frequently a verb is used with a specific
argument structure, or how frequent a given syntactic structure is in a listeners' linguistic
environment may seem hard to capture in the general constraints that figure in OT. As we
have seen above, it may not always be clear exactly which probability one needs to use, but
one way to handle probabilistic information in an OT framework is to use a constraint that
can 'look up' the necessary frequency information from the lexicon, as suggested by Singh
(2002). In Singh's proposal, alternative argument-structures (or subcategorizations,
alternative meanings, word categories, etc.) for an ambiguous input are represented as a list
of possible structures, ordered by frequency. The OT constraint PROBABILITY ACCESS then
accesses the position of a given structure in the ordered list, and assigns violations to
structures that are not on first position. Thus, probabilistic information can be used in OT
decision making. Nevertheless, it may be a more sensible strategy to look for the cause of
frequency biases, rather than just model them as they appear in a corpus or completion study.
For example, Stevenson and Merlo (1997) propose that differences in frequency of usage are
most likely caused by differences in thematic and syntactic aspects of the lexical items in
question. In the same vein, Argaman and Pearlmutter (2002) strongly argue that the cause for
frequency differences must be found at the level of lexical semantic primitives. This should
make it possible to model the use of information that appears as probabilistic, but is, in fact,
syntactic or semantic in nature.
OT thus has a number of important advantages with regard to standard constraintbased models. Some of these advantages also apply when comparing OT to another class of
models that is relevant here. We will call these the 'Bayesian' models, after their proposed
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mode of combining probabilistic evidence (Jurafsky, 1996; Narayanan & Jurafsky, 2004; see
Brouwer, Fitz, & Hoeks, 2010; Crocker & Brants, 2000, for a different implementation of
combining probabilistic evidence). In Bayesian models, lexical entries, but also syntactic
rules are represented as mental objects which may have different a priori probabilities or
'resting activations'. During sentence comprehension, these lexical and structural entries are
retrieved from memory, and crucially, all structures that are compatible with the input are
constructed by the processor. In other words, at any given time many different alternative
syntactic structures can be active in parallel, which are activated, or ranked, in accordance to
their probability. There is, however, a limit to how improbable a syntactic alternative is
allowed to be: if structures are very improbable relative to the other structures, they are
pruned away. This can have the consequence that, at a given point in the sentence, the pruned
syntactic structure turns out to be the correct structure after all. In that case, the reader is
gardenpathed, because that structure is no longer available, and reanalysis must follow.
This kind of model does have an explicit syntactic theory, but most of the other
criticisms that were leveled at the standard constraint-based models apply to the Bayesian
models as well: 1) it is hard to make predictions for Bayesian models, for one thing because
of the considerable difficulty of getting the right probability data from a corpus; 2) a
Bayesian model can never account for the fact that language users can understand
ungrammatical sentences, as these specific syntactic structures do not exist in the grammar
that is generally used. It is certainly possible to use robust parsers that can cope with
ungrammatical input, but it is not completely clear how the resulting structural
representations can be used for further semantic interpretation in a straightforward way; 3)
they make the wrong prediction about the processing of globally ambiguous sentences.
Bayesian models assume parallel activation of syntactic alternatives. Thus, they predict that
(10a-c) would be equally easy to process, as high attachment and low attachment analyses are
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equally probable and thus neither is pruned away. At the arrival of the disambiguating
information (e.g., 'retiring'), then, one of the alternatives will be discarded, leaving the other
one to be chosen without causing any difficulty. As a final remark, it is hard to see how this
kind of model can be extended to include factors such as semantic plausibility or discourse
context that are very important for the comprehension of language.
A final class of models we will discuss here are the so-called 'syntax-first' models. In
these models it is assumed that processing is not a one-stage parallel phenomenon, but falls
into two distinct stages of processing: a first stage in which syntactic structure is built, and a
second stage in which syntactic and non-syntactic information are used to construct the
interpretation of an utterance (e.g., Frazier, 1987b; Frazier & Clifton, 1996; 1997; Frazier &
Rayner, 1982). Though these models are called syntax-first, there is often no explicitly
described and testable syntax module. In addition, making predictions for syntax-first models
may seem straightforward, but predictions may vary if different grammar formalisms are
used (see Crocker, 1992, for discussion). But what is more, syntax-first models are at best
only partial models of sentence processing as they do not describe how information from the
non-syntactic realm is used in constructing an interpretation of a sentence, as opposed to
merely a structural description. In other words, despite the effort that has gone into modeling
reanalysis processes, most notably by Fodor and colleagues (e.g., Fodor & Inoue, 1998),
syntax-first models do not get around to model the presumed second phase of their two-stage
model where syntactic structure is transformed into meaning. This same criticism applies to
models such as those proposed by Phillips (1996) and Weinberg (1999). In all, then, our OT
model seems to have several advantages over existing models of sentence comprehension.
We will go into some matters of OT architecture before proceeding to the predictions of our
model, pertaining also to other structures than coordination.
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5. Proposed OT Model: Issues of Implementation

In Section 2 we provided a sketch of the OT architecture that underlies our model. In this
section we will discuss this architecture and its associated mechanisms in some more detail.
One important issue in this context is the stipulated 'freedom of analysis' for GEN, leading to
an infinite number of candidates that can have all kinds of structure. Is this psychologically
plausible? And what is more, can it be implemented?

5.1 OT and Connectionism
OT is in essence a hybrid cognitive architecture, combining rule-governed symbolic
processing with parallel subsymbolic processing. It is rooted in connectionism, or neural
network modeling, where computations are performed by a network of artificial neurons
modeled after the human brain (Prince & Smolensky, 1993/2004, 1997). A neural network
consists of artificial neurons, or units, and multiple connections between these units. The
input to a network consists of a fixed pattern of activation. Activation then flows through the
network to construct an output pattern of activation. The neural network thus maps a specific
input pattern to a specific output pattern. Crucial for this mapping are the concepts of
harmony and harmony maximization, or optimization. The harmony of a pattern of activation
is a measure of its degree of conformity to the connections between the units in the network
(Smolensky, 1986). Connections can be excitatory and have a positive weight, or inhibitory
and have a negative weight. In addition, the greater the weight of a connection, the greater its
importance to the outcome. The connections can be thought of as embodying various
constraints, which typically conflict. A pattern of activation that maximizes harmony (or,
minimizes energy) is one that optimally balances the demands of all the constraints in the
network.
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These ideas found their way into linguistics when it was realized that the concept of
harmony maximization in neural network modeling could be applied to theories of grammar.
The result was a theory called Harmonic Grammar (cf. Legendre, Miyata, & Smolensky,
1990a, 1990b), at the heart of which lies the view that a grammar is a set of violable and
potentially conflicting constraints that apply to combinations of linguistic elements. A
grammatical structure is then one that optimally satisfies the total set of constraints defined
by the grammar. In Harmonic Grammar, as in artificial neural networks, constraints are
weighted. Through a process of summation, the overall effect of the total set of constraints
can be determined. OT can be seen as a kind of 'restricted' Harmonic Grammar, where the
weight of constraints is not formalized by numerical strengths anymore, but solely by a strict
priority ranking. But the mechanism by which OT and Harmonic Grammar arrive at an
outcome is essentially the same. In fact, it is possible to implement OT in an Harmonic
Grammar framework by choosing a specific set of numerical weights (Smolensky &
Legendre, 2006).

5.2 The Infinite Candidates of OT

A crucial feature of OT is the stipulation that the candidate set generated by the function
GEN is infinite in size. To understand what this means, it is important to make a difference
between 1) the psychological phenomenon that is modeled, in this case language
comprehension, 2) the formal model (including a formal algorithm), here our OT model, that
aims to describe (aspects of) this psychological phenomenon, and 3) the computerimplemented model, which results from implementing the formal model on a computer. In
principle, the operations and algorithms proposed in either of these three domains are
logically separate and do not have to share any characteristic at all. For instance, when
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implementing a formal model on a computer, the implementer must make practical decisions
on how to simulate certain aspects of the formal model. As a result, there may exist different
implementations of one and the same formal model that use very different procedures, some
of which may have a flavor of biological / psychological plausibility (connecting it to the first
domain). In the same vein, formal models and the psychological processes that are modeled
do not need to show any overlap in processes or algorithms, as long as certain key features
and outcomes of the phenomenon in question are adequately captured. Thus, as long as the
formal model is adequate, it may propose an infinite number of candidates on a formal level,
even if there is no evidence (or logical possibility) that this infinite number of candidates are
also psychologically represented during sentence processing.
Nevertheless, it is possible that our OT model (and OT in general) does have a lot in
common with the real workings of the human brain/mind. By incorporating core concepts
from neural network models (which are formal models that due to features such as flow of
activation, distributed processing, etc. are considered to have some biological plausibility),
OT attempts to provide a formal description of how the subsymbolic level of the brain might
be integrated with the symbolic level that seems necessary for the description and explanation
of cognitive processes. As we mentioned, OT is a hybrid architecture. Optimization over
discrete, symbolic representations at the higher level of the model is inherited from the
continuous optimization that takes place at the lower level of neural processing. It is
properties such as this one that makes the OT model more similar to the actual mechanism of
language comprehension.
But what about the notion of the infinite candidate set, which seems to be
psychologically and biologically impossible? Doesn't it make OT less similar to the actual
cognitive processes? The reason that we tend to say "no" to this question, is that at the level
of neural computation of the formal model, the number of output candidates is only virtually
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infinite. There is only one actual candidate that is considered at a given moment, and that is
the optimal interpretation; in no sense are the alternative structures ever fully represented.
Whereas it is possible to construct an infinite set of output patterns on the basis of differently
ranked constraints, the output patterns corresponding to the possible candidates will not be
actually present at any given time, but are merely possible outcomes of different instances of
optimization. Consequently, the system does not require an exhaustive search within an
infinite set of possible outputs. On the contrary, under this view, constraints are seen as
weighted constructors of the optimal candidate, rather than as filters on a set of candidate
outputs (cf. Hagstrom, 1993). This formal description may actually be very similar to what is
going on in the brain.
There are a number of computer implementations of OT that are relevant for the
present discussion, most of which can be found in the field of OT phonology, modeling how
the optimal surface form is chosen for a given underlying form (Tesar, 1994, 1995, 1996;
Ellison, 1994; Frank & Satta, 1998). Some of these OT models are implemented in an explicit
generate-and-test fashion, so without a neural network layer, and may suffer from the
'decidability problem', as argued by Kuhn (2002). This problem refers to the impossibility of
deciding whether a given string is part of the language generated by the grammar, and is due
to the (near to) infinite number of candidates that must actually be generated in this kind of
computer implementation. The decidability problem can be solved, for practical purposes, by
introducing extra conditions on how the constraints are evaluated (see Kuhn, 2002, for
details). According to Kuhn, the decidability problem does not arise when optimizing from a
given form to its optimal meaning, as in our present proposal, or in bidirectional optimization
(Kuhn, 2001, Ch. 6).
In a different vein, the problems that 'infinite candidates' pose for computational
models has been circumvented by Misker and Anderson (2003), who implemented OT in
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ACT-R, a hybrid connectionist/symbolic production-system-based architecture. They
modeled the GEN function as finding analogies between the current input and previous
inputs, determining the transformation that alters the analog input into its output, and then
applying this transformation to the current input, in order to obtain a new output. The
candidate set is never represented entirely, only the best candidate so far is stored. A
competing candidate is generated and compared with the current best. Under this approach,
only two candidates are active at any given time.
In our current proposal we have described a formal algorithm for constraint evaluation
at the symbolic level, though we have only given a rather shallow description of the
subsymbolic layer. We cannot at present offer a computer implementation of either layer;
instead, we present a manual simulation in which we have singled out the most likely
candidates for interpretation 'by hand', and where the optimal interpretation was chosen by
applying the proposed constraints, also by hand. Although our model is incomplete and
unimplemented, it is clear that it gives us great predictive power regarding garden paths and
parsing preferences. In fact, the option of a 'manual' simulation mode makes it possible for
other researchers to derive predictions for our OT model, without having to run a
computerized simulation. Having no computer implementation of the subsymbolic level
leaves us unable to explain more dynamic and graded phenomena in language processing,
such as, for instance, word priming, sentence priming, or predicting the actual amount of
processing difficulty for each construction. We can only make predictions on the symbolic
level, which abstracts away from the actual sub-symbolic processing going on at each word.
Exactly which properties should be explained at which level is partly a matter of debate. For
instance, it might be preferable to model all temporary and dynamic aspects of language
processing at the subsymbolic level, thus restricting the symbolic level to general and
permanent forms of knowledge, whereas the subsymbolic level can be taken to represent all
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knowledge (temporary and permanent) at the same time. More research in this area is
definitely needed.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we propose a model of human sentence processing according to which
constraints from the grammar need not be augmented with separate processing restrictions,
but rather are processing restrictions themselves. As a result, no distinction needs to be
postulated between a competence model (grammar) and a performance model (human
parser). This effect is achieved by using Optimality Theory as the competence and
performance model. We illustrated the workings of this OT model of human sentence
processing by investigating the phenomenon of coordination. Psycholinguistic evidence
strongly suggests that the online comprehension of coordinate structures is influenced by
constraints from many different information sources: pragmatics, discourse semantics,
syntax, and lexical semantics. Adopting the framework of OT allows us to formalize this
cross-modular constraint interaction. As we have shown, using the OT framework has many
advantages: 1) linguistic competence and performance can be described within one model; 2)
as a processing model, it accounts for processing phenomena associated with coordinated
structures; 3) it also allows for the interpretation of ungrammatical utterances; and finally 4)
it provides very clear and testable predictions. Thus, even though the model that is presented
here represents only a first step, it could be a step towards a complete theory of language
performance and competence.
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Tableau 1: Optimization of a sentence fragment

Input:

Constraint 1

Constraint 2

etc.

fragment

S-coordination
VP-coordination
NP-coordination

Note. Leftmost column (from top to bottom): input fragment followed by candidate
interpretations; other columns exemplify constraints.
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Tableau 2: Optimization of sentence fragment (4) at the occurrence of and

Input:

UNIQUE TOPIC

The model embraced the designer and

S-coordination

*

●

VP-coordination

ok

●

NP-coordination

ok

Note. ●=optimal candidate for interpretation of the input; * = constraint violation;
ok=constraint satisfaction.
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Tableau 3: Optimization of sentence fragment (4) at the occurrence of and

UNIQUE TOPIC

Input:

MODIFY

The model embraced the designer and

●

DO NOT

S-coordination

*

ok

VP-coordination

ok

ok

NP-coordination

ok

*

Note. ●=optimal candidate for interpretation of the input; * = constraint violation;
ok=constraint satisfaction; dashed boundary: ranking between constraints has not been
determined.
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Tableau 4: Optimization of sentence fragment (5) at the occurrence of the photographer

Input:

STAY

UNIQUE TOPIC

The model embraced the designer and

DO NOT
MODIFY

the photographer ...

S-coordination

ok

*

ok

○

VP-coordination

*

ok

ok

●

NP-coordination

ok

ok

*

Note. ○=preferred interpretation at previous word; ●=currently preferred interpretation; * =
constraint violation; ok=constraint satisfaction.
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Tableau 5: Optimization of sentence fragment (6) at the occurrence of laughed

Input:

STAY

UNIQUE TOPIC

The model embraced the designer and

DO NOT
MODIFY

the photographer laughed

●

○

S-coordination

ok

*

ok

VP-coordination

*

ok

ok

NP-coordination

*

ok

*

Note. ○= preferred interpretation at previous word; ●=currently preferred interpretation; * =
constraint violation; ok=constraint satisfaction.
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Tableau 6: Optimization of sentence fragment (9a) at the occurrence of the carpenter

Input:

THEMATIC

Jasper sanded the board and the

STAY

UNIQUE TOPIC

FIT

DO NOT
MODIFY

carpenter

●

S-coordination

ok

ok

*

ok

○

VP-coordination

ok

*

ok

ok

NP-coordination

*

ok

ok

*

Note. ○= preferred interpretation at previous word; ●=currently preferred interpretation; * =
constraint violation; ok=constraint satisfaction; dashed boundary: ranking between
constraints has not been determined.
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Tableau 7: Optimization of sentence fragment (9a) at the occurrence of repaired

Input:

THEMATIC

Jasper sanded the board and the

STAY

UNIQUE TOPIC

FIT

DO NOT
MODIFY

carpenter repaired

●

S-coordination

ok

ok

*

ok

VP-coordination

ok

*

ok

ok

NP-coordination

*

*

ok

*

Note. ○= preferred interpretation at previous word; ●=currently preferred interpretation; * =
constraint violation; ok=constraint satisfaction; dashed boundary: ranking between
constraints has not been determined.
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Tableau 8a: Optimization of the fragment "The bodyguard of the governor retiring ..." at the
occurrence of retiring

Input:

THEMFIT

STAY

UNITOP

DONOTMOD

The bodyguard(NP1) of the
governor(NP2) RETIRING

●

NP1-attachment

ok

ok

ok

*

●

NP2-attachment

ok

ok

ok

*

Note. ○= preferred interpretation at previous word; ●=currently preferred interpretation; * =
constraint violation; ok=constraint satisfaction; dashed boundary: ranking between
constraints has not been determined
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Tableau 8b: Optimization of the fragment "The province of the governor retiring ..." at the
occurrence of retiring

Input:

THEMFIT

STAY

UNITOP

DONOTMOD

The province(NP1) of the
governor(NP2) RETIRING

○

NP1-attachment

*

ok

ok

*

●

NP2-attachment

ok

ok

ok

*

Note. ○= preferred interpretation at previous word; ●=currently preferred interpretation; * =
constraint violation; ok=constraint satisfaction; dashed boundary: ranking between
constraints has not been determined
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Footnotes

1.

There is evidence that using so-called ‘bare plurals’ instead of definite NPs as

grammatical objects may change the pattern of completion (Blodgett and Boland, 1998).
Explaining why this might be the case goes beyond the scope of this paper.
2.

In this example and subsequent ones, we will assume that readers only consider

coordination of elements of the same category, that is: S and S, or NP and NP, but not S and
NP. However, we believe that this is not so much a constraint on interpretation, but rather an
effect of readers taking into account production results. Following Gáspár (1999), we assume
sentence production to be subject to the constraint FUSION, which forces duplicate elements
to be fused. If this constraint is ranked above the constraints responsible for X-bar structure,
the X-bar schema is predicted to be violable. However, violations will only be allowed in
order to satisfy FUSION, that is, to yield a coordinate structure. The resulting structures will
generally conform to the so-called ‘law of coordination of likes’ (see, e.g., Chomsky, 1957;
Schacter, 1977). If we assume that readers take into account which structures are possible
structures in production (as is formalized in bidirectional OT, cf. Blutner, 2000), it follows
that they will only consider options where the conjuncts are of the same type in
comprehension.
3.

At the ambiguous NP, two constraint orderings produce the desired NP-coordination

preference, namely, STAY >> UNIQUE TOPIC >> DO NOT MODIFY and UNIQUE TOPIC >>
STAY >> DO NOT MODIFY. At the disambiguating verb, there are three constraint orderings
that produce the S-coordination as the optimal candidate, namely STAY >> UNIQUE TOPIC >>
DO NOT MODIFY, Stay >> DO NOT MODIFY >> UNIQUE TOPIC, and DO NOT MODIFY >>
STAY >> UNIQUE TOPIC. Because OT requires an invariant ordering of constraints, STAY >>
UNIQUE TOPIC >> DO NOT MODIFY must be the correct order.

